**NEW!**

**M&A Clause Analytics**

Streamline and optimize the M&A drafting process with advanced document/clause analytics and expert guidance

*M&A Clause Analytics,* a comprehensive database of acquisition and ancillary agreements, analyzes and compares M&A agreements and related documents against an AI generated statistical Market Standard providing vital insights and guidance for drafting, benchmarking, and negotiating better clauses and more complete agreements.

- **Easy Access to Documents:** An intuitive database of agreements ensures you always find on point documents and clauses.
- **Powered by AI, Enhanced by Experts:** Provides a market standard for a wide range of acquisition agreements, clauses, and related documents by employing both machine learning and expert curation. Use “What’s Market” language to identify standard or non-conforming clauses on a wide range of acquisition agreements, clauses, and related documents.
- **Instant Insights:** Easy-to-understand graphics show conformity of a clause to the Market Standard providing insight and guidance into accepted standards to apply to your own documents.
- **Practice Perspectives:** Expertly prepared Practice Perspectives guide you to ensure your understanding when drafting an agreement or clause on critical issues of high risk clauses, including intent of the clause and an easy-to-understand breakdown of the elements of the clause. In addition, for each clause, three key considerations are analyzed:
  - Difficulty of drafting
  - Legal mistake/risk
  - Standard versus negotiated
  Where any of these considerations are beyond the norm, they are clearly identified, facilitating follow-up.
- **Market Standard Comparison:** Instantly compare an entire document or clause against the Market Standard to see how your document or clause conforms, or does not conform.
Transform Your M&A Drafting Workflow

Instant Insights
Shows how the structure of the agreement conforms to all other agreements in the database

Market Standard Comparison
Compare source clause or your own clause to the Market Standard

Practice Perspectives
Expert prepared practical guidance for any clause that is ranked high for any of the 3 considerations provides context and guidance around the model and its clauses

Contact us at 1-800-638-8437 to learn more. Visit wolterskluwerlr.com/securities
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